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ASSEMBLY — 35TH SESSION

LEGAL COMMISSION

Agenda Item 36: Report on the establishment of a legal framework with regard to
CNS/ATM systems including GNSS

RESOLUTION OF THE LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION OF GNSS

(Presented by the International Air Transport Association (IATA))

SUMMARY

The IATA member airlines recognize the importance Satellite Navigation will
play in the development of the CNS/ATM development and the benefits it can
bring to the aviation community as a whole.  However political or specific
geographical economic interests could significantly hinder the early usage of
presently available services and might lead to an undesired increase of
ANS infrastructure costs.

This paper urges ICAO to resolve the legal and institutional aspects associated
with the global implementation of GNSS in order to provide for an efficient
service optimizing benefits to airspace users. 

Action by the Assembly is in paragraph 4.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The CNS/ATM concept relies largely on the implementation of satellite technology since only
satellite technology has the ability to provide a homogenous service over large areas, not restricted by physical
or geo-political boundaries. Satellite navigation constellations provide a transparent global positioning service
not only to aviation but also to society as a whole. 

1.2 Considering the societal rather than focused benefit of satellite navigation, some governments
have decided to provide the service at no cost to users, whilst others are examining institutional frameworks
to recover costs from specific user groups.
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1.3 From the airspace users' perspective, the optimum scenario is one that allows the user to
determine the best mix of services from which a navigation performance requirement for a particular airspace
volume or route of flight can be met.  This is entirely consistent with the ICAO concept of
Required Navigation Performance – RNP.  (Reference Appendix: IATA Navigation Policy and User
Positions).

2. DISCUSSION

2.1 Traditionally, aeronautical navigation services have been mainly provided by Air Navigation
Service Providers directly, or under contract with specialized agencies. However the global nature of GNSS
would require bilateral or multilateral contracts between States to settle liability, interference and other legal
principles related to the provision satellite services. 

2.2 The lucrative global market of satellite navigation receiving equipment and the potential added
value of improved navigation are incentives for States or Regions to subsidize the development of navigation
satellite services, with an expectation of return of investment.  This has the potential to create an environment
where the regulatory authority of a State or group of States may be used to mandate the use of a particular
satellite solution set, artificially enlarging the user base, and creating an unbalanced charging regime.

2.3 The aviation community, operating globally, but subject to the sovereign requirements of the
States through which they operate, can be easily targeted as a potential source of financing, forced by State
legislation to use and or pay for a specific service to operate within a specific airspace where other adequate
freely available services are in place. 

3. CONCLUSION

3.1 Any changes to the existing legal framework or policies regarding GNSS for the provision
of air navigation services, should include the following principles:

a) airspace users will have freedom to choose from all available GNSS services provided
ICAO global technical and operational standards are met and the aircraft is appropriately
certified;

b) States/Regions providing satellite navigation services for the purpose of use by the air
transport community should provide a minimum guarantee for the satellite navigation
services;

c) aeronautical augmentation should only be considered from a safety and service
efficiency aspect taking due consideration of aircraft on-board navigation capabilities;
and

d) operational procedures should not be limited to those requiring specific technologies.
Other options should be permitted to allow optimization of aircraft on-board navigation
capabilities.       
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4. ACTION BY THE ASSEMBLY

4.1 The Assembly is invited to request the Council to include the principles described in
paragraph 3, when considering any change to the legal framework and policies regarding the use of GNSS
by civil aviation.
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